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Summary 
 
Hox gene clusters with at least 13 paralog group (PG) members are common 
in vertebrate genomes and in that of amphioxus. Ascidians, which belong to the 
subphylum Tunicata (Urochordata), are phylogenetically positioned between 
vertebrates and amphioxus, and traditionally divided into two groups: the 
Pleurogona and the Enterogona. An enterogonan ascidian, Ciona intestinalis (Ci), 
possesses nine Hox genes localized on two chromosomes; thus, the Hox gene 
cluster is disintegrated. I investigated the Hox gene cluster of a pleurogonan 
ascidian, Halocynthia roretzi (Hr) to investigate whether Hox gene cluster 
disintegration is common among ascidians, and if so, how such disintegration 
occurred during ascidian or tunicate evolution. 
Our phylogenetic analysis reveals that the Hr Hox gene complement 
comprises nine members, including one with a relatively divergent Hox 
homeodomain sequence. Eight of nine Hr Hox genes were orthologous to Ci-Hox1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 12 and 13. Following the phylogenetic classification into 13 PGs, I 
designated Hr Hox genes as Hox1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11/12/13.a, 11/12/13.b and HoxX. 
To address the chromosomal arrangement of the nine Hox genes, I performed 
two-color chromosomal fluorescent in situ hybridization, which revealed that the 
nine Hox genes are localized on a single chromosome in Hr, distinct from their 
arrangement in Ci. I further examined the order of the nine Hox genes on the 
chromosome by chromosome/scaffold walking. This analysis suggested a gene 
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order of Hox1, 11/12/13.b, 11/12/13.a, 10, 5, X, followed by either Hox4, 3, 2 or 
Hox2, 3, 4 on the chromosome. Based on the present results and those previously 
reported in Ci, I discuss the establishment of the Hox gene complement and 
disintegration of Hox gene clusters during the course of ascidian or tunicate 
evolution. Gene expression analysis of all Hr Hox genes shows that only four out 
of nine Hox genes were expressed in the eggs and developing embryos and no 
spatial or temporal colinearity were found in Hr Hox genes. 
The Hox gene cluster and the genome must have experienced extensive 
reorganization during the course of evolution from the ancestral tunicate to Hr and 
Ci. Nevertheless, some features are shared in Hox gene components and gene 
arrangement on the chromosomes, suggesting that Hox gene cluster disintegration 
in ascidians involved early events common to tunicates as well as later ascidian 
lineage-specific events. 
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General introduction 
 
Bilaterians have a body plan which is clearly distinct along with the 
anteroposterior (AP) and dorso-ventral axes. There are many different structures 
depending on the position along AP axis in those animals, for instance the head, 
thorax and abdomen in the insects. 
Hox genes, which were originally found as transcription factors in 
Drosophila (Bridges and Morgan, 1923), provide the identity of the segment 
structures along with in AP axis (Krumlauf, 1994; Wellik 2009). Hox proteins 
contain a highly conserved DNA-binding domain, homeodomain. In general, Hox 
genes are clustered in a relatively small region of a chromosome. In Drosophila, 
there are eight Hox genes arranged in two separate gene cluster on the chromosome 
3 as shown in Figure GI-1 (Lewis, 1978; Kaufman et al., 1980; Lewis et al., 1980). 
Surprisingly, it is reported that order of genes within the Hox cluster reflects 
directly to the anatomical areas showing phenotype in its mutant. For example, 
mutation of AbdB, which is at the 5’-end of the Hox cluster affected the posterior 
larval patterning, whereas lesions of labial, located at 3’-end of the cluster affected 
anterior structure in the larva (Lewis, 1978).  
Gene expression analysis revealed that the order in which individual Hox 
genes are expressed along the head-to-tail axis of the embryo mirrors the physical 
order of the Hox genes within the Hox cluster (Harding et al., 1985; Akam, 1987). 
This character is generally known as spatial colinearity (Fig. GI-1). 
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Hox genes were found also in the vertebrate genome. It has been reported 
that basic structure of Hox genes in genome and the expression pattern has striking 
similarities (Duboule and Dollé, 1989; Graham et al., 1989). It is especially 
interesting that Hox genes align within very compact region of the genome in 
mouse embryo and their expression showed the spatial colinearity. Based on these 
common features between arthropods and vertebrates, clustering of Hox genes itself 
is an essential character for the regulation of Hox gene expression and their 
function. So far, all bilaterian animal have a set of Hox genes, they have a variety 
of genomic organization, organized cluster (genes are clustered and aligned one 
direction) in vertebrates (Duboule and Dollé, 1989; Graham et al., 1989), 
disorganized cluster (genes are clustered but aligned various direction) in sea urchin 
(Cameron et al., 2006), split clusters in Drosophila (Krumlauf, 1994; Wellik 2009) 
and atomized cluster in Oikiopleura (Seo et al., 2004). These findings raised some 
questions about the role and evolution of Hox gene clustering (Lemons and 
McGinnis, 2006; Duboule, 2007). 
In this thesis, I identified Hox genes, analyze their cluster structure in 
genome and their expression pattern in Halocynthia roretzi, an ascidian which 
branched near the base of chordate phylogenetic tree to know possible common 
feature of Hox genes in ascidians. 
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Fig. GI-1 : Illustration of cluster structure of Hox genes in the genome and their 
expression pattern in Drosophila and mammals, from Pang and Thompson, 2011. 
 
Mammals have four Hox gene clusters on four different chromosomes. Number of 
chromosome showed in lower figure is human’s. See text. 
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Chapter 1 
 
The Hox gene complement in Halocynthia roretzi 
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Introduction 
 
Hox genes encode a set of transcriptional factors which have critical roles in 
governing animal body plan along the AP axis (Myers, 2008). Hox genes are 
evolutionally conserved well within Bilateria and they are often aligned in a narrow 
region on (a) chromosome(s) forming the Hox gene cluster (Pearson et al., 2005). 
Typically, vertebrate genome has four Hox clusters on four different chromosomes 
due to two rounds of whole genome duplications, which thought to be occurred 
after the evolutionary lineage to the vertebrate was diverged from those to the 
urochordates (Mayer and Schartl, 1999). While, genomes of the all invertebrates 
including non-vertebrate chordate have single set of Hox genes so far (Duboule, 
2007).  
In vertebrate Hox genes are classified into 13 paralog groups (Duboule, 
2007). Those paralog groups are subdivided into three groups, anterior, central and 
posterior groups, according to their expression pattern and similarity of each 
homeodomain. In invertebrate, the number of the Hox genes varied, but almost all 
genes belong to some paralog groups. 
Recent genome analyses showed that only vertebrate has truly well 
organized Hox cluster, that genes are tightly arranged and have the same 
transcription direction (Lemons and McGinnis, 2006; Duboule, 2007). On the other 
hand animals in other phylum tend to have loose or split clusters (Lemons and 
McGinnis, 2006; Duboule, 2007).  
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To understand variation and evolution of Hox genes, which have biological 
significance in many animals, analysis of Hox genes in non-vertebrate chordates, 
close relative of vertebrate, is very important.  
Ascidians belong to the class Ascidiacea, subphylum Tunicata 
(Urochordata), and phylum Chordata (Satoh, 1994). Ascidians occupy a 
phylogenetic position between vertebrates and amphioxus (Delsuc et al., 2006; 
Putnam et al., 2008). Amphioxus, a basal chordate, has a single Hox gene cluster, 
consisting of 15 Hox genes with the same transcription direction (Holland, et al., 
2008). In the ascidian, Ciona intestinalis (Ci), nine Hox genes were identified 
during a draft genome analysis (Dehal et al., 2002). In addition, sea urchin 
(Echinodermata) and Enteropneusta (Hemichordata), both belong to Deuterostome 
as chordate, have 11 Hox genes on a single chromosome (Cameron et al., 2006; 
Freeman et al., 2012). Those reports suggest that during the course of evolution to 
ascidians they lost several Hox genes from the ancestral Hox gene sets, probably 
similar to Amphioxus, sea urchin and Enteropneusta. However, molecular evolution 
of Tunicate genome is known to be very quick (Kocot et al., 2018), identification of 
Hox genes in other ascidians is required to confirm this idea. 
Ascidians are traditionally divided into two groups (subclasses), Enterogona 
(Aplousobranchia and Phlebobranchia) and Pleurogona (Stolidobranchia) (Satoh, 
1994). Ci is a member of the Phlebobranchia, and I chose another ascidian species, 
Halocynthia roretzi (Hr), which belongs to the Enterogona. Both species are widely 
used in scientific research, especially in developmental studies, and their embryos 
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exhibit very similar development, including most of the same cell lineages (Satoh, 
1994). Nevertheless, non-protein coding regions of their genomes are difficult to 
align (Lemaire, 2011), reflecting a remote phylogenetic relationship between these 
two ascidians. 
In this chapter, I isolated Hox genes from Hr and analyzed the Hox gene 
complement in Hr. 
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Materials and Methods 
 
Isolation of Hr genomic DNA and of Hox gene candidates  
Hr genomic DNA was prepared individually from single adult animals. Gonads 
were excised and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Genomic DNA was prepared according 
to the protocol of Blin and Stafford (Bin and Stafford, 1976) and used for PCR as 
templates. I found that genomic PCR was occasionally not successful with some 
DNA preparation, probably due to genomic sequence heterogeneity among 
individuals. 
Genomic PCR for isolation of Hox gene candidates was performed as described 
previously (Katsuyama et al., 1995). Additionally, the following degenerate primer 
sets were used:  
5′ GARYTNGARAARGARTTY3′ (corresponding to ELEKEF),  
5′AARAARMGNCARCCNTAY3′ (KKRQPY) and  
5′NCKNCKRTTYTGRAACCA3′ (WFQNRR). 
 
Phylogenetic analysis of Hr Hox gene candidates 
Phylogenetic analyses of Hox gene candidates were done using CLUSTAL W for 
sequence alignment and MEGA5 (Tamura et al., 2011) to construct ML trees with 
1000 bootstrap trials. For the reference data set, homeodomains with the flanking 
20 N-terminal and seven C-terminal amino acid residues (87 amino acid residues) 
of 39 mouse (Mus musculus), 35 coelacanth (Latimeria menadoensis), 21 horn 
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shark (Heterodontus francisci) and nine ascidian (Ciona intestinalis; Ci) Hox 
proteins were used (Figure S1). 
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Results 
 
When I started this study, candidate Hox gene sequences of Hr except for 
HrHox-1, which was already identified and characterized (Katsuyama et al., 1995), 
have been isolated by genomic PCR with various sets of degenerate primers 
designed for Hox genes of chordates and by 3’ and 5’ RACE, RT- PCRs, by using 
RNA from embryos at various stages. I eventually isolated nine Hox gene candidate 
sequences, including the previously reported Hox1 from the Hr genome. These 
candidates were subjected to phylogenetic analyses. 
I constructed phylogenetic trees using homeodomain sequences of Mus 
musculus, Latimeria menadoensis, Heterodontus francisci, Ciona intestinalis and 
Halocynthia roretzi. A phylogenetic tree (Fig.1) identified nine Hr Hox gene 
candidates (see also Fig. S1). Eight of the nine Hr Hox genes always clustered with 
Ci Hox genes, Ci-Hox1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 12 and 13. This suggests that eight Hr Hox 
genes and their respective counterparts in Ci are orthologous. The remaining Hr 
Hox gene candidate did not show significant similarity to Ci-Hox6 or any other Ci 
Hox genes. Accordingly, I tentatively designated the nine Hr Hox genes as Hr 
Hox1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 12, 13 and X.  
Next, I asked to which of the 13 paralog groups (PGs) the nine Hr Hox genes 
belong. In the phylogenetic tree, Hr candidates for Hox1, Hox2, Hox3 and Hox4 
were clearly classified into PGs 1, 2, 3 and 4 with bootstrap values of 95%, 96%, 
83% and 91%, respectively (Fig.1). Although Hr Hox5, 10, 12, 13 and X could not 
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be classified into single PGs in this tree, a clade consisting of Hox genes of PGs 1 
through 8 was supported by a bootstrap value of 75% (Fig.1), and therefore, both 
Hox5 and X genes may be classified into PGs 1 through 8. Since Hox genes of PGs 
1 through 4 were clearly identified, another tree was constructed to see to which 
PGs the remaining two Hox genes could be classified. In a tree using Hox genes of 
PGs 5 through 8, Hr Hox5 and Ci-Hox5 were likely grouped into PG5 with a 
bootstrap value of 73% (Fig.2A). By contrast, HoxX was hardly classified into any 
PG (Fig.2A). It is also noted here that Ci-Hox6 could hardly be classified into PG6 
(see Discussion).  
Regarding three posterior genes, Hox10 was classified into PG10, and Hox12 
and 13 into PGs 11 through 13, albeit with poor bootstrap support (Fig.1). 
Assignment of Hox10 as PG10 gene was supported by the conservation of four 
diagnostic residues (Gly 1, Glu 29, Leu 32, and Asp 42) in the homeodomain and 
three Lys residues in the flanking C-terminal side region (Fig.1). These criteria 
were previously used to assign Ci-Hox10 as such (Wada et al., 2003). The 
remaining two posterior genes were in a clade consisting of Hox genes of PGs 11 
through 13 with relatively low bootstrap values (61%, Fig. 1). In another tree using 
Hox genes of PGs 9 through 13, the clustering of the two genes in the clade 
consisting of PGs 11, 12 and 13 was supported by a bootstrap value of 82% 
(Fig.2B). Therefore, I propose Hr Hox11/12/13.a and Hox11/12/13.b as 
counterparts of Ci-Hox12 and Ci-Hox13, respectively. 
Thus, the Hr Hox gene complement consists of nine members. These Hox 
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genes are designated Harore Hox1, Hox2, Hox3, Hox4, Hox5, Hox10, 
Hox11/12/13.a and Hox11/12/13.b according to the newly proposed nomenclature 
of ascidian genes (Stolfi et al., 2015), and the remaining one gene is tentatively 
designated Harore HoxX. 
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Discussion 
 
The Hox gene complement in the most recent common ancestor of Hr and Ci 
The present phylogenetic analysis suggested that eight of the nine Hr Hox 
gene complement are Hr orthologs of eight Ci Hox genes. When the remaining 
gene, Harore HoxX, was used to query various ascidian genomes in the ANISEED 
database, a Hox gene that exhibits a high similarity was found only in the genome 
of a closely related species, Halocynthia aurantium (data not shown). On the other 
hand, in the ascidian species, Ci and Ciona savignyi (Cs), the best-hit Hox genes 
were Ci-Hox6 and a probable Cs ortholog of Ci-Hox6, respectively (data not 
shown). In other ascidians, the best-hit gene was difficult to assign to a single PG 
during phylogenetic analysis (data not shown). 
In the previous study, Ci-Hox6 was tentatively designated as such, but 
without reliable evidence other than that it is localized proximal to Ci-Hox5 (~3 kb 
apart, according to the ANISEED genome browser) (Brozovic et al., 2016). In the 
present study, the phylogenetic position of the gene was close to, but not within the 
clade of PG6 genes, and it exhibited some affinity for PGs 7 and 8 (Fig. 1). The 
designation, Ci-Hox6, should thus be revisited in future studies. Based on the above 
observations, I suggest that the most recent common ancestor of Hr and Ci may 
have possessed three central Hox genes, one of PG4, one of PG5 Hox genes, and 
one out of PGs 6–8 genes, and that the last one may have evolved in the lineages to 
Hr and Ci, and resulted in extant Harore HoxX and Ci-Hox6, respectively. 
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The Hox gene complement of ascidians in comparison to that of amphioxus 
The number of Hox genes in the Hr and Ci genomes is smaller than in 
amphioxus, which has 15 Hox genes (Holland et al., 2008; Takatori et al., 2008). It 
seems reasonable that the ancestral tunicate may have lost several Hox genes after 
diverging from the evolutionary lineage leading to the vertebrates. However, the 
Hox genes of amphioxus are designated according to their order on the 
chromosome, not necessarily based on PGs, which were originally invented for 
classification of vertebrate Hox genes (Scott, 1993). In recent years, studies have 
examined the relationship between amphioxus Hox genes and PGs, employing 
methods independent of phylogenetic tree construction (Hueber et al., 2010; 
Thomas-Chollier et al., 2010). The results of these studies, although not necessarily 
concordant, suggest the common presence of each of PGs 1–5 genes and 
amphioxus-specific posterior gene paralogs in the genome (Hueber et al., 2010; 
Thomas-Chollier et al., 2010). As regards the latter, it has been proposed that 
posterior Hox genes expanded in the amphioxus lineage, and that the most recent 
common ancestor of amphioxus and vertebrates may have possessed three ancestral 
posterior genes, PG9/10, PG11/12 and PG13/14 genes (Pascual-Anaya et al., 2013). 
On the other hand, with respect to the anterior and central Hox genes, it is generally 
accepted that the most recent common ancestor of amphioxus and vertebrates 
possessed three anterior (PGs 1 through 3) and five central (PGs 4 through 8) Hox 
genes (Pascual-Anaya et al., 2013).  
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When amphioxus Hox protein sequences were analyzed in my phylogenetic 
tree (Figure S1 and Figure S2), amphioxus Hox1, 2, 3 and 4 were clearly classified 
into PGs1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Hox5 may be classified into PG5, although the 
clustering was not supported by a high bootstrap value. Amphioxus Hox6, 7, and 8 
were grouped into a clade consisting of PGs 4–8 genes, but could be excluded from 
PG4 and PG5; thus, the three genes may be classified into PGs 6–8. Amphioxus 
Hox10, 11 and 12 apparently seemed to be paralogs (Figure S2) and were classified, 
together with Hox9, into a clade consisting of PGs 9 and 10, which was barely 
supported by a low bootstrap value. Similarly, amphioxus Hox13 and 14 seemed to 
be paralogs and were classified into PGs 11–13. By contrast, amphioxus Hox15 
was apparently classified into PG13 with a relatively high bootstrap value (84%, 
Figure S2). 
Considering my observations and those of others, I speculate that the Hox 
gene cluster of the ancestral amphioxus (and the most recent common ancestor for 
amphioxus and vertebrates, too) comprised 11 Hox genes, including three anterior 
(each of PGs 1-3), five central (each of PGs 4–8), and three posterior (out of PGs 
9–13) Hox genes. If this is the case, the most recent common ancestor of Hr and Ci 
must have lost two central Hox genes out of PGs 6–8 after divergence from the 
lineage continuing from the ancestral chordate to the ancestral vertebrate. 
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Fig. 1: Phylogenetic analysis of Hox gene candidates of Halocynthia roretzi. 
 
The ML tree was constructed by using homeodomain sequences and the adjacent 
20 N-terminal and seven C-terminal amino acid residues (Fig. S1) and MEGA5 
software package. The percentage of 1000 bootstrap replicated trees in which 
clustering of genes was supported, is indicated on branches. Within a clade 
consisting of only vertebrate Hox genes, the percentage was not indicated. Hr Hox 
gene candidates and Hox genes of Ciona intestinalis (Ci-Hox) are indicated by 
larger and smaller colored circles, respectively. 
Here, Hr Hox gene candidates are tentatively designated according to their Ci 
counterparts, except for HoxX, which did not show apparent orthology to Ci-Hox 
genes. The color-code indicates distinct paralog groups (PGs). Taxonomic 
abbreviations are Mm for Mus musculus, Lm for Latimeria menadoensis, Hf for 
Heterodontus francisci, Ci for Ciona intestinalis and Hr for Halocynthia roretzi. 
The bar at the bottom indicates one amino acid substitution per site in the sequence. 
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Fig. 2: Phylogenetic tree of Hox gene candidates of Halocynthia roretzi, by using 
PGs 5–8 (A) and PGs 9–13 (B) genes, and PG1 genes were used as an out group.  
 
A ML tree was constructed by using homeodomain sequences and the adjacent 20 
N-terminal side and seven C-terminal side amino acid residues (see Figure S1) with 
MEGA5 software and 1000 bootstrap replicates. The percentage of bootstrap 
replicated trees in which the clustering of genes was supported is indicated on 
branches. Within a clade consisting of only vertebrate Hox genes, the percentage 
was not indicated. Colored circles to indicate ascidian genes and taxonomic 
abbreviations are the same as in Fig. 1. The bars at the bottom indicate amino acid 
substitutions per site in the sequence. 
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Fig. S1 : Amino acid sequences used for the phylogenetic analysis of Hox genes of 
Halocynthia roretzi (Hr). 
 
Amino acid sequences include the homeodomain (60 residues in yellow) and the 
adjacent 20 N-terminal and seven C-terminal residues. Original accession numbers 
for these sequences are indicated in brackets. Taxonomic abbreviations are Mm for 
Mus musculus, Lm for Latimeria menadoensis, Hf for Heterodontus francisci, Ci 
for Ciona intestinalis, Hr for Halocynthia roretzi, Bl for Branchiostoma 
lanceolatum and Bf for Branchiostoma floridae. Hr Hox genes, designated 
according to orthology with Ci-Hox counterparts and according to their 
classification into paralog groups (PGs) are indicated prior to and in parentheses, 
respectively. In ascidian sequences, letters in red indicate diagnostic residues for 
Hox10 homeodomain proteins (see text). 
  
Mm_Hox-A1[NP_034579.3] 
  KVKRNPPKTGKVGEYGYVGQPNAVRTNFTTKQLTELEKEFHFNKYLTRARRVEIAASLQLNETQVKIWFQNRRMKQKKREKEGLLPI 
Mm_Hox-B1[NP_032292.3] 
  MKVKRNPPKTAKVSELGLGAPGGLRTNFTTRQLTELEKEFHFNKYLSRARRVEIAATLELNETQVKIWFQNRRMKQKKREREGGRMP 
Mm_Hox-D1[NP_034597.2] 
  KVKRNAPKKSKLSEYGATSPPSAIRTNFSTKQLTELEKEFHFNKYLTRARRIEIANCLQLNDTQVKIWFQNRRMKQKKREREGLLAT 
Mm_Hox-A2[NP_034581.1] 
  GPACLGHKESLEIADGSGGGSRRLRTAYTNTQLLELEKEFHFNKYLCRPRRVEIAALLDLTERQVKVWFQNRRMKHKRQTQCKENQN 
Mm_Hox-B2[NP_598793.2] 
  ASEVGSPSDGPGLPECGGSGSRRLRTAYTNTQLLELEKEFHFNKYLCRPRRVEIAALLDLTERQVKVWFQNRRMKHKRQTQHREPPE 
Mm_Hox-A3[NP_034582.1] 
  SGSSSGESCAGDKSPPGQASSKRARTAYTSAQLVELEKEFHFNRYLCRPRRVEMANLLNLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKYKKDQKGKGMLT 
Mm_Hox-B3[NP_034588.2] 
  SGGGGGGGGGGDKSPPGSAASKRARTAYTSAQLVELEKEFHFNRYLCRPRRVEMANLLNLSERQIKIWFQNRRMKYKKDQKAKGLAS 
Mm_Hox-D3[NP_034598.2] 
  KNSCATSGENCEDKSPPGPASKRVRTAYTSAQLVELEKEFHFNRYLCRPRRVEMANLLNLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKYKKDQKAKGILH 
Mm_Hox-A4[NP_032291.1] 
  YPWMKKIHVSAVNSSYNGGEPKRSRTAYTRQQVLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHTLCLSERQVKIWFQNRRMKWKKDHKLPNTKM 
Mm_Hox-B4[NP_034589.3] 
  YPWMRKVHVSTVNPNYAGGEPKRSRTAYTRQQVLELEKEFHYNRYLTRRRRVEIAHALCLSERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKDHKLPNTKI 
Mm_Hox-C4[NP_038581.2] 
  YPWMKKIHVSTVNPNYNGGEPKRSRTAYTRQQVLELEKEFHYNRYLTRRRRIEIAHSLCLSERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKDHRLPNTKV 
Mm_Hox-D4[NP_034599.2] 
  YPWMKKVHVNSVNPNYTGGEPKRSRTAYTRQQVLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHTLCLSERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKDHKLPNTKG 
Mm_Hox-A5[NP_034583.1] 
  QIYPWMRKLHISHDNIGGPEGKRARTAYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHALCLSERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKDNKLKSMSM 
Mm_Hox-B5[NP_032294.2] 
  PQIFPWMRKLHISHDMTGPDGKRARTAYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHALCLSERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKDNKLKSMSL 
Mm_Hox-C5[NP_783857.1] 
  PAPPQIYPWMTKLHMSHETDGKRSRTSYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIANNLCLNERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKDSKMKSKEA 
Mm_Hox-A6[NP_034584.1] 
  PVYPWMQRMNSCAGAVYGSHGRRGRQTYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIANALCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKENKLINSTQ 
Mm_Hox-B6[NP_032295.1] 
  PVYPWMQRMNSCNSSSFGPSGRRGRQTYTRYQTLELEKEFHYNRYLTRRRRIEIAHALCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKESKLLSASQ 
Mm_Hox-C6[NP_034595.2] 
  QIYPWMQRMNSHSGVGYGADRRRGRQIYSRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIANALCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKESNLTSTLS 
Mm_Hox-A7[NP_034585.1] 
  HGPAEASFRIYPWMRSSGPDRKRGRQTYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHALCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKEHKDESQAP 
Mm_Hox-B7[NP_034590.2] 
  DLAAESNFRIYPWMRSSGPDRKRGRQTYTRYQTLELEKEFHYNRYLTRRRRIEIAHTLCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKENKTSGPGT 
Mm_Hox-B8[NP_034591.1] 
  EQSPSPTQLFPWMRPQAAAGRRRGRQTYSRYQTLELEKEFLFNPYLTRKRRIEVSHALGLTERQVKIWFQNRRMKWKKENNKDKFPS 
Mm_Hox-C8[NP_034596.1] 
  LNQNSSPSLMFPWMRPHAPGRRSGRQTYSRYQTLELEKEFLFNPYLTRKRRIEVSHALGLTERQVKIWFQNRRMKWKKENNKDKLPG 
Mm_Hox-D8[NP_032302.2] 
  NQSSSPSQMFPWMRPQAAPGRRRGRQTYSRFQTLELEKEFLFNPYLTRKRRIEVSHTLALTERQVKIWFQNRRMKWKKENNKDKFPA 
Mm_Hox-A9[NP_034586.1] 
  GDKPPIDPNNPAANWLHARSTRKKRCPYTKHQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRDRRYEVARLLNLTERQVKIWFQNRRMKMKKINKDRAKDE 
Mm_Hox-B9[NP_032296.2] 
  EDKERPDQTNPSANWLHARSSRKKRCPYTKYQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRDRRHEVARLLNLSERQVKIWFQNRRMKMKKMNKEQGKE* 
Mm_Hox-C9[NP_032298.1] 
  EEKADLDPSNPVANWIHARSTRKKRCPYTKYQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRDRRYEVARVLNLTERQVKIWFQNRRMKMKKMNKEKTDKE 
Mm_Hox-D9[NP_038583.1] 
  PPQQQLDPNNPAANWIHARSTRKKRCPYTKYQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRDRRYEVARILNLTERQVKIWFQNRRMKMKKMSKEKCPKG 
Mm_Hox-A10[NP_032289.2] 
  KDSLGSSKGENAANWLTAKSGRKKRCPYTKHQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRERRLEISRSVHLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKLKKMNRENRIRE 
Mm_Hox-C10[NP_034592.2] 
  EAKEEIKAENTTGNWLTAKSGRKKRCPYTKHQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRERRLEISKTINLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKLKKMNRENRIRE 
Mm_Hox-D10[NP_038582.2] 
  ESKEEIKSDTPTSNWLTAKSGRKKRCPYTKHQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRERRLEISKSVNLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKLKKMSRENRIRE 
Mm_Hox-A11[P31311.2] 
  SPESSSGHTEDKAGGSGGQRTRKKRCPYTKYQIRELEREFFFSVYINKEKRLQLSRMLNLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKEKKINRDRLQYY 
Mm_Hox-C11[NP_001020013.1] 
  GSSHSATKEPAKGAAPNAPRTRKKRCPYSKFQIRELEREFFFNVYINKEKRLQLSRMLNLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKEKKLSRDRLQYF 
Mm_Hox-D11[NP_032299.1] 
  EGPPGEAGAEKSGGTVAPQRSRKKRCPYTKYQIRELEREFFFNVYINKEKRLQLSRMLNLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKEKKLNRDRLQYF 
Mm_Hox-C12[NP_034593.1] 
  LNPGGGLSASGAPWYPIHSRSRKKRKPYSKLQLAELEGEFLVNEFITRQRRRELSDRLNLSDQQVKIWFQNRRMKKKRLLLREQALS 
Mm_Hox-D12[NP_032300.2] 
  ASCLRSSLPDGLPWGAAPGRARKKRKPYTKQQIAELENEFLVNEFINRQKRKELSNRLNLSDQQVKIWFQNRRMKKKRVVQREQALA 
Mm_Hox-A13[NP_032290.1] 
  WKSTLPDVVSHPSDASSYRRGRKKRVPYTKVQLKELEREYATNKFITKDKRRRISATTNLSERQVTIWFQNRRVKEKKVINKLKTTS 
Mm_Hox-B13[AAH51087.2] 
  AAFAEPSVQHPPPDGCAFRRGRKKRIPYSKGQLRELEREYAANKFITKDKRRKISAATSLSERQITIWFQNRRVKEKKVLAKVKTST 
Mm_Hox-C13[NP_034594.1] 
  WKSPFPDVVPLQPEVSSYRRGRKKRVPYTKVQLKELEKEYAASKFITKEKRRRISATTNLSERQVTIWFQNRRVKEKKVVSKSKAPH 
Mm_Hox-D13[NP_032301.2] 
  KSSFPGDVALNQPDMCVYRRGRKKRVPYTKLQLKELENEYAINKFINKDKRRRISAATNLSERQVTIWFQNRRVKDKKIVSKLKDTV 
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Lm_HoxA1[ACL81429.1] 
  KVKRNPPKTGKVGEYGYAGQPNTVRTNFTTKQLTELEKEFHFNKYLTRARRVEIAAALQLNETQVKIWFQNRRMKQKKREKEGLIPV 
Lm_HoxB1[ACL81442.1] 
  KVKRNPPKTAKVAEYGVNGQQNTIRTNFTTKQLTELEKEFHFNKYLTRARRVEIAATLELNETQVKIWFQNRRMKQKKREREGITST 
Lm_HoxC1[ACL81453.1] 
  MKVKRNPPRTGDCVYSGESNGATARTNFTTKQLTELEKEFHFNKYLTRARRVEIASALQLNETQVKIWFQNRRMKQKKREREGLAVG 
Lm_HoxD1[ACL81464.1] 
  KVKRNPPKTSKPTEFGVCSPVNTARTNFTTKQLTELEKEFHFNKYLSRTRRIEIANALHLNETQVKIWFQNRRMKQKKRGQVGLLST 
Lm_HoxA2[ACL81434.1] 
  GPACFTQKESPEIPDTAGGGSRRLRTAYTNTQLLELEKEFHFNKYLCRPRRVEIAALLDLTERQVKVWFQNRRMKHKRQTQCKENQN 
Lm_HoxB2[ACL81445.1] 
  SGSGVGSPTEAQGLQDNSNGSRRLRTAYTNTQLLELEKEFHFNKYLCRPRRVEIAALLDLTERQVKVWFQNRRMKHKRQTQHKDNHE 
Lm_HoxB3[ACL81446.1] 
  NSSPSTESCSGDKSPPGSSASKRARTAYTSAQLVELEKEFHFNRYLCRPRRVEMANLLNLSERQIKIWFQNRRMKYKKDQKSKGMGS 
Lm_HoxA3[ACL81435.1] 
  SSCSSGDGCTGDKSPPGPASSKRARTAYTSAQLVELEKEFHFNRYLCRPRRVEMANLLNLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKYKKDQKGKGMMT 
Lm_HoxD3[ACL81468.1] 
  KNNCTATGESCEEKSPSGPTSKRVRTAYTSAQLVELEKEFHFNRYLCRPRRVEMANLLNLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKYKKDQKAKGIMH 
Lm_HoxA4[ACL81436.1] 
  YPWMKKIHVCTVNPNYNGGEPKRSRTAYTRQQVLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHTLCLSERQVKIWFQNRRMKWKKDHKLPNTKM 
Lm_HoxB4[ACL81447.1] 
  PIVYPWMKKVHVNPNFTGGEPKRSRTAYTRQQVLELEKEFHYNRYLTRRRRVEIAHSLCLSERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKDHKLPNTKI 
Lm_HoxC4[ACL81459.1] 
  YPWMKKIHVSTVNPNYNGGEPKRSRTAYTRQQVLELEKEFHYNRYLTRRRRIEIAHSLCLSERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKDHRLPNTKV 
Lm_HoxD4[ACL81469.1] 
  YPWMKKVHVNSVNPNYNGGEPKRSRTAYTRQQVLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHTLCLSERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKDHKLPNTKG 
Lm_HoxB5[ACL81448.1] 
  PQIFPWMRKLHISHDMTGPDGKRARTAYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHALCLSERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKDNKLKSMSL 
Lm_HoxA5[ACL81437.1] 
  QIYPWMRKLHISHDSIGGPEGKRARTAYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHALCLSERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKDNKLKSMSM 
Lm_HoxC5[ACL81460.1] 
  QSQPQIYPWMTKLHMSHDTDGKRSRTSYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIANNLCLNERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKDSKLKSKEP 
Lm_HoxA6[ACL81438.1] 
  PIFPWMQRMNSCTGTEYGTHGRRGRQTYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIANALCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKESKLLNSTQ 
Lm_HoxB6[ACL81449.1] 
  PVYPWMQRMNSCTGSAFGPNGRRGRQTYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHALCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKENKLLGASQ 
Lm_HoxA7[ACL81439.1] 
  HPQDENNFRIYPWMRSSGPDKKRGRQTYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHALCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKEHKEDNFTS 
Lm_HoxB7[ACL81450.1] 
  EQQNESNFRIYPWMRSTGPDRKRGRQTYTRYQTLELEKEFHYNRYLTRRRRIEIAHALCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKENKTTTQSL 
Lm_HoxC8[ACL81462.1] 
  LNQNSSPSLMFPWMRPHAPGRRSGRQTYSRYQTLELEKEFLFNPYLTRKRRIEVSHALGLTERQVKIWFQNRRMKWKKENNKDKLPG 
Lm_HoxD8[ACL81470.1] 
  QETSSPSQMFPWMRSQAATGRRRGRQTYSRFQTLELEKEFLFNPYLTRKRRIEVSHSLGLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKENNKDTFST 
Lm_HoxA9[ACL81440.1] 
  GDKPQIDPNNPAANWLHARSTRKKRCPYTKHQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRDRRYEVARLLNLTERQVKIWFQNRRMKMKKINKDRSKDE 
Lm_HoxC9[ACL81463.1] 
  EEKAELDPNNPVANWIHARSTRKKRCPYTKYQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRDRRYEVARVLNLTERQVKIWFQNRRMKMKKMNKEKNDKE 
Lm_HoxD9[ACL81471.1] 
  EKPKQLDPNNPAAIWLHARSTRKKRCPYTKYQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRDRRYEVARILDLTERQVKIWFQNRRMKMKKMNKERGNKE 
Lm_HoxA10[ACL81430.1] 
  KEAIGNAKGENAANWLTAKSGRKKRCPYTKHQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRERRLEISRSVHLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKLKKMNRENRIRE 
Lm_HoxC10[ACL81454.1] 
  EAKEDMKTESATGNWLTAKSGRKKRCPYTKHQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRERRLEISKSINLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKLKKMNRENRIRE 
Lm_HoxD10[ACL81465.1] 
  EGKDGGKSEVSTSNWLTAKSGRKKRCPYTKHQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRERRLEISRSVNLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKLKKMSRENRIRE 
Lm_HoxA11[ACL81431.1] 
  SPESSSGNNEEKSSSSSGQRTRKKRCPYTKYQIRELEREFFFSVYINKEKRLQLSRMLNLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKEKKLNRDRLQYY 
Lm_HoxD11[ACL81466.1] 
  TDLPSDKVVAEKHSNSTSVRSRKKRCPYSKFQIRELEREFFFNVYINKEKRLQLSRMLNLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKEKKLNRDRLQYF 
Lm_HoxC12[ACL81456.1] 
  ISNGNSLSTAGAPWYPMHTRSRKKRKPYSKLQLAELEGEFMVNEFITRQRRRELSDRLNLSDQQVKIWFQNRRMKKKRLLLREQALS 
Lm_HoxD12[ACL81467.1] 
  QSCTRPALTEGLTWCPTQVRSRKKRKPYTKQQIAHLENEFLINEFINRQKRKELSDRLNLSDQQVKIWFQNRRMKKKRLIMREQTLS 
Lm_HoxA13[ACL81432.1] 
  WKSTLPDVVSHPSDANSFRRGRKKRVPYTKVQLKELEREYATNKFITKDKRRRISATTNLSERQVTIWFQNRRVKEKKVINKLKTTS 
Lm_HoxB13[ACL81444.1] 
  WKSALADVVAHQQDGSSFRRGRKKRIPYTKVQLKELEKEYATNKFITKDKRRKISAATNLSERQITIWFQNRRVKEKKVVAKIKPTT 
Lm_HoxC13[ACL81457.1] 
  WKSPFPDVVPLQPEVNSYRRGRKKRVPYTKIQLKELEKEYAASKFITKEKRRRISATTNLSERQVTIWFQNRRVKEKKILSKSKAAH 
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HF_HOXA1[AAF44639.1] 
  KVKRNPPKTGKAGEYGFAGQPNTVRTNFTTKQLTELEKEFHFNKYLTRARRVEIAAALQLNETQVKIWFQNRRMKQKKREKEGLTSA 
HF_HOXD1[ACY39980.1] 
  KVKRNPPKTARTTDYGVPSPTSTARTNFTTKQLTELEKEFHFNKYLTRARRVEIANALQLSETQVKIWFQNRRMKQKKRERDGFLAN 
HF_HOXA2[AAF44640.1] 
  AASCLSQKETHEIPDNTGGGSRRLRTAYTNTQLLELEKEFHFNKYLCRPRRVEIAALLDLTERQVKVWFQNRRMKHKRQTQCKENQN 
HF_HOXD2[ACY39979.1] 
  LLATENEDLNEPDNGSPFDSSRRLRTTYTNTQLLELEKEFHYNRYLCRPRRVEIAALLDLTERQVKVWFQNRRMKHKRQTRFKQSQN 
HF_HOXA3[AAF44641.1] 
  TSSSSSVESSAGEKSPPGPASKRARTAYTSAQLVELEKEFHFNRYLCRPRRVEMANLLNLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKYKKDQKAKGMLT 
HF_HOXD3[ACY39978.1] 
  KNNCTVAGDNCEDKSPPGPSSKRVRTAYTSAQLVELEKEFHFNRYLCRPRRVEMANLLNLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKYKKDQKSKGIMH 
HF_HOXA4[AAF44642.1] 
  YPWMKKIHVTTVNPNYTGGEPKRSRTAYTRQQVLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHTLCLSERQVKIWFQNRRMKWKKDHKLPNTKM 
HF_HOXD4[ACY39977.1] 
  YPWMKKIHVNTVNPNYTGGEPKRSRTAYTRQQVLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHTLCLSERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKDHKLPNTKT 
HF_HOXA5[AAF44643.1] 
  QIYPWMRKLHISHDSMGGPEGKRARTAYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHALCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKDNKLKSMSM 
HF_HOXD5[AAF44631.1] 
  QIYPWMKKMHLNQEGLSGLEGKRTRTAYTRYQTLELEKEFHYNRYLTRRRRIEIAHALCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKDNKLKSINV 
HF_HOXA6[AAF44644.1] 
  PIYPWMQRMNSSSSSVFGPHGRRGRQTYTRFQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIANALCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKENKLLNTTE 
HF_HOXA7[AAF44645.1] 
  HPQAESNFRIYPWMRNAGPDRKRGRQTYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHALCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKETKAGSSST 
HF_HOXD8[AAF44632.1] 
  NQNSSPTQMFPWMRPQAAPGRRRGRQTYSRFQTLELEKEFLFNPYLTRKRRIEVSHALGLTERQVKIWFQNRRMKWKKENNKDKFPT 
HF_HOXA9[AAF44646.1] 
  ADKLHMDPNNPSANWLHARSTRKKRCPYTKHQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRDRRYEVARVLNLTERQVKIWFQNRRMKMKKINKERPKDD 
HF_HOXD9[AAF44633.1] 
  EKQQQLDPNHPAINWIHARSTRKKRCPYTKYQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRDRRYEVARILNLTERQVKIWFQNRRMKMKKMNKVKNNEE 
HF_HOXA10[AAF44647.1] 
  KETKGEVKAENGANWLTAKSGRKKRCPYTKHQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRERRLEISRSVHLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKLKKMNRENRIRE 
HF_HOXD10[AAF44634.1] 
  DNETKEEIKTPISNWLTAKSGRKKRCPYTKYQTLELEKEFLFNMYLTRERRLEISKSVNLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKLKKMNRETRIRE 
HF_HOXD11[AAF44635.1] 
  TVESSGTSATEKNSLSTALRCRKKRCPYTKYQIRELEREFFFNVYINKEKRLQLSRMLNLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKEKKLSRDRLHFF 
HF_HOXD12[AAF44636.1] 
  VTPVCNRSSDGLPWCPTQVRSRRKRKPYTKQQIAELENEFLANEFINRQKRKELSDRLNLSDQQVKIWFQNRRMKKKRLVMREQTLS 
Hf_HoxD13[AAF44637.1] 
  KSPLSGDVMHNQTDINIYRRGRKKRVPYTKTQLKELEREYATNKFITKEKRRRISTATNLTERQVTIWFQNRRVKEKKVVSKVKENI 
 
 
Ci-Hox1[NP_001122333.1] 
  PPKSIYFSQNKMVEYTYGVTGNNGRTNFTTKQLTELEKEFHFNKYLTRARRVEIAAALRLNETQVKIWFQNRRMKQKKRDKEAEKLN 
Ci-Hox2[CAD59668.1] 
  --------------VRPAGASRRLRTAYTNTQLLELEKEFHYNKYLCRPRRIEIATLLDLTERQVKVWFQNRRMKHKRQQLQQSQKD 
Ci-Hox3[NP_001027669.1] 
  KHSSSESNSSSGDGDKCYSASKRERTAYTNSQLVELEKEFHFSHYLCRPRRIELAQGLGLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKFKKEQKQKAVLQ 
Ci-Hox4[NP_001027781.2] 
  VVYPWMKRIHVSQVINGLESGKRPRTAYTRHQVLELEKEFHYNRYLTRRRRIEIAHGLCLSERQVKIWFQNRRMKWKKDHKLPNTKV 
Ci-Hox5[CAA05151.1] 
  RDAIIYPWMKRIHGGETPDPSKRTRTAYTRYQTLELEKEFHYNRYLTRRRRIEVAHTLCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKENKLSSLNS 
Ci-Hox6[CAD59670.1] 
  SIYCDIYITSFKQPISTGSHRRRGRQTYSRHQTLELEKEFHYNRYLTRRRRIEVAHTLCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKENKDIAESN 
Ci-Hox10[NP_001027696.1] 
  EETEDAGEEADPTKHWLTASGRKKRVPYTKYQLLELEKEFHYNQYLSRERRLEVAKSVKLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKWKKERREERQRD 
Ci-Hox12[NP_001071736.1] 
  PYQTVLPGQHYPVDVTRHGAQRRRRRPYTKYQLSELEREFGANEFISREMREQIAVRVGLNDRQVKIWFQNRRMKKKRMQHRGEQSV 
Ci-Hox13[NP_001122344.1] 
  VMTVSAYCCAALGLQHGPSHSRKKRQPYSKTQISSLEREYKANNFITRQKRENIARDLKLSDRQVKIWFQNRRVKDKKIKQREIKDN 
 
 
 
Mm_Nkx-2.1[NP_033411.3] 
  GGLGSLGDVSKNMAPLPSAPRRKRRVLFSQAQVYELERRFKQQKYLSAPEREHLASMIHLTPTQVKIWFQNHRYKMKRQAKDKAAQQ 
Lc_Nkx-2.1[XP_005989231.1] 
  GSLGSLGEVGKSMAPLQSTPRRKRRVLFSQAQVYELERRFKQQKYLSAPEREHLASMIHLTPTQVKIWFQNHRYKMKRQAKDKAAQQ 
Bf_Nkx-2.1[AAC35350.1] 
  NMGMSLGTIEGPKPILPTTQRRKRRVLFSQAQVYELERRFKQQKYLSAPEREHLAQLINLTPTQVKIWFQNHRYKCKRQDKERQKSS 
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HrHox1(Harore_Hox1[LC272074]) 
  PKTNGFYTHGKMDAYGYAGTAGNGRTNFTTKQLTELEKEFHFNKYLTRARRVEIAAALLLNETQVKIWFQNRRMKQKKRDKEAEKLI 
HrHox2(Harore_Hox2[LC272075]) 
  QLLPLTENMNFDTGIRPPGTSRRLRTAYTNTQLLELEKEFHYNKYLCRPRRIEIATLLDLTERQVKVWFQNRRMKHKRQQQQSKQDG 
HrHox3(Harore_Hox3[LC272076]) 
  QNARRKQGSSSSMSSNGDKSSKRERTAYTNSQLVELEKEFHFNRYLCRPRRIEMAQMLSLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKYKKDQKLKVMPI 
HrHox4(Harore_Hox4[LC272077]) 
  VYPWMKRIHVSHVFNGSIEPCKRPRTAYTRHQVLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHSLCLTERQVKIWFQNRRMKWKKDNKLPNTKS 
HrHox5(Harore_Hox5[LC272078])   
  EYWYRQHIKLILFLDEALDSVKRTRTAYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHVLCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKENKIKSLNS 
HrHoxX(Harore_HoxX[LC272079]) 
  ANFPNVCLIPMLTYSFPDIPSQRPRQIYSRHQTLELEKEFHFCKYVTYKDRMKIANTLNLTERQVKIWFQNRRMKSKKVERKATAAI 
HrHox10(Harore_Hox10[LC272080])      
  DDKLGGGKGEDPTKHWLTASGRKKRVPYTKYQLLELEKEFHYNQYLSRERRLEVAKTVNLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKWKKEKKEEKIRD 
HrHox12(Harore_Hox11/12/13.a[LC272081])   
  YTTIGNNLSPFHPGHMHPASSRKRRKPYTKYQLQELEKEFNANEFISRELRLQIAKRVFLSDRQVKIWFQNRRMKKKRMHQREKNGD 
HrHox13(Harore_Hox11/12/13.b[LC272082])  
  PPTYSNAMHHHLAHSHHSSSSRKKRQPYSKSQIAHLEKEYKKNNFITRQKREQISKELSLTDRQVKIWFQNRRVKDKKMKQRETREA 
 
 
 
Bl_Hox1[AFO68803.1] 
  LKRNPPRTGKPGEYGFTTSGPNNGRTNFTTKQLTELEKEFHYNKYLTRARRVEIAAALNLNETQVKIWFQNRRMKQKKREKENGFST 
Bl_Hox2[AFV93978.1] 
  PVFNTQEADAFNSPTDRESSSRRLRTVFTNTQLLELEKEFHYNKYVCKPRRKEIASFLDLNERQVKIWFQNRRMRQKRRDTKSRSEI 
Bl_Hox3[AFO68805.1] 
  TNLSVGTTETGESPGLGGAAGKRARTAYTSAQLVELEKEFHFNRYLCRPRRVEMAAMLNLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKYKKEQKVKGGGS 
Bl_Hox4[AFO68807.1] 
  YPWMKKVHSNTGSTSYNGQDPKRSRTAYTRQQVLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHSLGLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKDNRLPNTKT 
Bl_Hox5[AFV93980.1] 
  IPMYPWMRKIHLNHSAGTGDNKRTRTAYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHALCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKENKLKSLSQ 
Bl_Hox6[AFO68809.1] 
  TPPVFPWMRKGSSQTAMGEEKKRGRQTYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNKYLTRKRRIEIAHLLGLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKENKIPSLNA 
Bl_Hox7[AFO68811.1] 
  LNTAQMTTPIYPWMRSTAPERKRGRQTYTRYQTLELEKEFHFNKYLTRRRRIEIAHALCLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKENKLESLKQ 
Bl_Hox8[AFV93982.1] 
  AQQSQLAIPFYPWMRTAGPERRRGRQTYSRYQTLELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHALGLTERQIKIWFQNRRMKLKKEAAMLCPPK 
Bl_Hox9[ACJ74386.1] 
  GDDKHGSALANQPGWMNNHSSRKKRCPYTRFQTLELEKEFLYNMYLTRERRYEISQHVNLSERQVKIWFQNRRMKMKKMSKQRQEQQ 
Bl_Hox10[ACJ74389.1] 
  TNGASPLHVCGATSWMAPRVGRKKRCPYTKYQILELEKEFLFNMYVSRERRQEISRHVNLSDRQVKIWFQNRRMKMKRMNKAREEQI 
Bf_Hox11[AAF81909.1] 
  -----------TSNWMSAKSTRKKRCPYTKYQTLELEKEFLFNMFVTRERRQEIARQLNLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKMKRMKQRAMQQL 
Bl_Hox12[AAF81909.1] 
  TADGSEADPNGTDVWWKLQSSRKKRCPYSKVQLLELEKEFLYNMYITREQRGEIARKVNLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKMKRMKQRHEEEA 
Bl_Hox13[ACJ74390.1] 
  SKNVADGPVVAAADQSVARGGRKKRCPYSKYQLSVLEQEYIQNRYVSRETRLELSQRLNLTDRQVKIWFQNRRMKQKRLEFRSGNQT 
Bl_Hox14[ACJ74393.1] 
  ATKPAETIAHQNGGGSLTKPVRPKRRPYSKYQLNELENEYVQNQYISRDKRLQLSQKLNLTERQVKIWFQNRRIKQKKLDRRNSEMC 
Bl_Hox15[ACJ74394.1] 
  VTGGTKGFTTTAGTTTQRPRTRKKRRPYSKPQLALLEDEYASQKFLTKEKRKEISESSSLSERQVMIWFQNRRMKEKKLARRAAAQR 
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Chapter 2 
 
The analysis of Hox gene cluster of Halocynthia roretzi 
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Introduction 
 
In Tunicates, genomic structure of Hox genes shows vast variety. It has 
been shown that the nine Hox genes are located on two chromosomes, thus, the 
Hox gene cluster is split in C. intestinalis (Ikuta et al., 2004). Also, there is a large 
distance between Ci-Hox1 and Ci-Hox2-4 cluster and one of the para Hox gene, Ci- 
EvxA situates between Ci-Hox1 and Ci-Hox2-4 cluster (Ikuta et al., 2004). In 
addition, Ci-Hox10 was found between Ci-Hox2-4 cluster and Ci-Hox5-6 cluster 
(Ikuta et al., 2004). These results showed that the genomic organization of the Ci 
Hox gene cluster has dispersed and disintegrated to a significant extent. Then in 
Oikopleura dioica, the nine Hox genes are completely dispersed and not clustered 
in the genome (Seo et al., 2004). 
In chapter I, I identified the nine Hr Hox genes, Harore Hox1, Hox2, Hox3, 
Hox4, Hox5, Hox10, Hox11/12/13.a, Hox11/12/13.b and HoxX. Other than Harore 
HoxX, eight Hox genes are homologues to Ci Hox genes. To understand how Hox 
cluster has evolved in the ascidian, in this chapter I analyzed organization of the 
Hox gene in the Hr genome by chromosomal FISH and chromosome walking and 
clarified the structure of Hox gene cluster. 
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Materials and Methods 
 
Construction of a BAC library of Hr 
A Hr BAC library was constructed from sperm DNA of a single adult Hr, 
which was obtained at Otsuchi Marine Research Center of the University Tokyo, in 
Iwate, Japan. A BAC library was constructed essentially as described previously 
(Fujiyama et al., 2002). The sperm was washed twice with phosphate-buffered 
saline and then with lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 1% 
lithium dodecyl sulfate, 100 mM EDTA) for 2 h at 37 °C in a 1.0% agarose gel 
plug. The plug was stored in 20% NDS solution (0.2% N-lauryl sarcosine, 2 mM 
Tris-HCl pH 9.0, 0.14 M EDTA). After exchanging the NDS buffer with TE, 
genomic DNA was digested partially with BamH1 in appropriate buffer, and 150–
250 kb DNA fragments were isolated using pulsed field gel electrophoresis. DNA 
fragments eluted from the gel were ligated into pKS145 and an aliquot of the 
ligation reaction mixture was used to transform E. coli DH10B. Using a Flexys 
robot (Genomic Solutions, USA) and a 3D:Biomek FX robot (Beckman Coulter, 
USA), a total of 20,736 BAC clones were picked up and arrayed in 54 Å~ 384-well 
microtiter plates in LB medium containing 10% glycerol and 25 µg/mL ampicillin. 
Plates were incubated overnight at 37 °C and then stored at –80 °C. The BAC 
library was constructed so as to be amenable to the dimension pooling system for 
PCR screening. 
To estimate the size of the average genomic DNA insert in the BAC library, 
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20 randomly selected clones were digested with NotI and analyzed by pulsed field 
gel electrophoresis. This analysis revealed that the average insert size was 110 kbp, 
and the coverage was estimated as 14.2 ×, assuming that the genome size of Hr is 
160 Mbp (Lemaire, 2011). 
 
Embryos for chromosomal FISH (fluorescence in situ hybridization) 
Fertilized eggs were raised in FSW until the 2-cell stage. When embryos 
began to divide to the 4-cell stage, they were transferred into Ca++ free seawater. 
When they reached the 64-cell stage, colchicine (Sigma) was added at a final 
concentration of 0.025% (w/v). Embryos were cultured for 30 min and fixed with 
acetic acid:methanol (3:1) overnight, and then transferred to 70% ethanol and kept 
at –20 °C until use. 
 
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) 
Two-color chromosomal FISH was performed according to a procedure 
previously described for Ci with some modifications (Ikuta et al., 2004). For 
preparation of metaphase spreads, 15–30 fixed embryos were de-chorionated 
manually under a stereomicroscope and embryonic cells were transferred to a 
microtube. After removal of excess liquid, 100 µL of 60% acetic acid was added to 
the tube, and the cell suspension was mixed by gentle rolling for 90 s. Then, the 
mixture was agitated for 30 s by gentle pipetting about 20 times. Immediately after 
agitation, the mixture was spread gently on a warmed (48 °C) clean slide glass 
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using a pipet. The glass slide was allowed to stand at 48 °C for 2.5 h before being 
subjected to FISH. Probes for chromosomal FISH were prepared using BAC clones 
labeled with biotin or digoxigenin using a nick translation kit (Roche). 
 
Chromosome/scaffold walking with BAC library and ANISEED database 
Chromosome walking using PCR and BAC library screening was performed 
according to Cai et al. (1995) and Kim et al. (1996). Scaffold walking is here 
referred to as a modification of chromosome walking, using nucleotide sequence 
information of scaffolds out of database open to public for designing PCR for BAC 
library screening to identify adjacent scaffolds. 
A pair of primers was designed around the starting BAC clone end region. 
The primers were used for PCR screening of the BAC library. When positive 
clones were found, their DNAs were prepared and sequenced from both ends of the 
insert. The resulting nucleotide sequences were used for designing PCR primers. 
By using the primers and DNAs of isolated clones and of the starting BAC clone, 
reciprocal PCR was performed to determine the relative positional relationship 
between isolated clones and the end region of the starting BAC clone, and a desired 
clone was identified. By using the identified clone, another screening cycle was 
performed to walk further along the chromosome. 
In the case of scaffold walking, the resulting nucleotide sequences were 
used for BLAST searches against the Halocynthia roretzi genomic sequences, 
Halocynthia roretzi MTP2014, of the ANISEED genomic database (Brozovic et al., 
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2016) (https://www.aniseed.cnrs.fr/aniseed/default/blast_search) to locate the ends 
of the BAC clone on scaffolds. A pair of primers was designed in the end region of 
the scaffold, tested for compatibility with PCR using several genomic DNA 
preparations, and used for the screening of the BAC library. When the positive 
clones were isolated, the nucleotide sequences were determined for both end 
regions, and the resulting nucleotide sequence information was used for the BLAST 
searches to identify an adjacent scaffold so as to walk further along the 
chromosome. 
 
Nucleotide sequence determination of the BAC clone end regions 
BAC clone DNA was prepared from 5 mL overnight culture using a 
QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit (QIAGEN). The BAC end-region sequence was 
determined by a standard method using BigDye ver. 3, forward and reverse primers 
for pKS145 vectors and ABI 3000 sequencers. 
 
Nucleotide sequence determination of a BAC clone insert 
Circular BAC clone DNA was prepared by using a QIAGEN 
Large-Construct kit according to the supplier’s protocol, in which an exonuclease 
digestion procedure is included (QIAGEN). For nucleotide sequence determination 
of BAC clone DNAs, an Illumina Miseq was used. Libraries were prepared 
according to a protocol provided by the manufacturer, with slight modifications. 
Fragmented BAC clone DNA was further purified using Blue Pippin (Sage 
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Science). A paired-end library consisting of clones containing ~720 bp insert DNA 
fragment was prepared for Miseq by using a TruSeq DNA PCR-Free LT Sample 
Prep Kit (Illumina). Adapter sequences were removed from all sequence reads by 
using Trimmomatic-0.30 (Bolger et al., 2014). Paired-end reads of high quality 
(quality-value ≥20) were assembled de novo by using Newbler 2.9 (GS Assembler) 
to create a scaffold. From the scaffold, vector sequence was removed, and genomic 
sequence was extracted. 
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Results 
 
The structural analysis of Hox gene cluster using chromosomal FISH 
In order to address the genomic organization of the nine Hox genes using 
chromosomal FISH, I screened the BAC genomic library developed from sperm of 
a single individual and obtained clones for all nine Hr Hox genes. Among the 
clones isolated, clones containing as many as three Hox genes, except for Hox1, 
were found (data not shown, see next section). Using the isolated BAC clones for 
probes, I carried out FISH on chromosome spreads prepared from cleavage stage 
Hr embryos. 
In Fig. 3A, red and green spots, which correspond to two BAC clones, one 
containing Hox1 and the other containing Hox2, Hox3 and Hox4, respectively, were 
located on the same chromosome. It is also noted here that Hox1 is localized closer 
to the chromosome end than Hox2, 3 and 4. In Fig. 3B, a green spot corresponding 
to the BAC clone containing Hox10, 11/12/13.a and Hox11/12/13.b was localized 
on the chromosome with a red spot representing Hox1. The red spot was localized 
closer to the chromosome end than the green spot (Fig. 3B). In Fig. 3C, green and 
red spots corresponding to two BAC clones, one containing Hox5 and HoxX and 
the other containing the three posterior genes mentioned above, were found 
overlapping on a single chromosome. In Fig. 3D, it was shown that Hox1 is 
localized closer to the chromosome end than Hox5, HoxX or the three posterior Hox 
genes. These results indicate that all of the nine Hox genes are present on a single 
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chromosome in the Hr genome, unlike the Ci genome. In addition, it was suggested 
that eight of the nine Hox genes are localized close together on the chromosome, 
though the positional relationship among the eight genes could not be determined in 
this analysis. In contrast, Hox1 was localized relatively close to the chromosome 
end away from the other Hox genes. This situation is somewhat similar to that in 
the Ci genome (see Discussion), except that Hox12 and 13 genes are on a different 
chromosome in Ci. 
 
Hox gene order on the chromosome as inferred by chromosome/scaffold 
walking  
Since chromosomal FISH analysis suggested that eight Hox genes, excepting 
Hox1, may be localized in the close vicinity on a chromosome, I checked whether 
some BAC clones contained two or three Hox genes. Then, I found that for 
example, there were three Hox genes, Hox2, 3 and 4 in a BAC clone, 3C14 (Figure 
4A). Also, both Hox5 and X were in a BAC clone, 6B23 and Hox10, Hox11/12/13.a 
and Hox11/12/13.b were in a BAC clone, 1J20 (Figure 4A). When BAC clones 
containing Hox2, 3 or 4 were collected (Fig. 4B), I found clones with Hox2 and 3, 
Hox3 and 4, Hox2 alone or Hox4 alone, but never found a clone with Hox3 alone or 
Hox2 and 4 without 3 (Fig. 4D). This result suggested that Hox2, Hox3 and Hox4 
form a subcluster and are aligned on the chromosome in this order.  
Next, I examined overlapping of the BAC clones containing at least one of the 
eight Hox genes by reciprocal PCR using isolated BAC clone DNAs as templates. I 
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found that many BAC clones overlapped one another (Fig. 5 and data not shown), 
and based on these results, five Hox genes, Hox5, HoxX, Hox10, Hox11/12/13.a 
and Hox11/12/13.b, form another subcluster and are aligned in the order, HoxX, 
Hox5, Hox10, Hox11/12/13.a, Hox11/12/13.b (see Fig. 5 and data not shown). 
In order to see the positional relationships between Hox1 and the two 
subclusters, I carried out chromosome/scaffold walking, by utilizing the BAC 
library and genomic sequence information, Halocynthia roretzi MTP2014, in the 
genome browser of ANISEED database (Brozovic et al., 2016). Scaffolds including 
Hox1 and the two subclusters were identified and from these scaffolds’ ends, the 
chromosome/scaffold walking was started. I was successful in connecting the two 
scaffolds, S11 and S54, which contained Hox1 and Hox11/12/13.b, respectively 
(Fig. 5). At least five scaffolds were lying between Hox1 and Hox11/12/13.b, and 
the distance between the two genes was about 1.53 Mbp according to calculations 
based on each scaffold length in the ANISEED database (Fig. 5). As regards 
walking distal to HoxX, no adjoining clone was isolated after isolation of a BAC 
clone (32G9 in Fig.4), and chromosome/scaffold walking was aborted. Similarly, 
walking distal to Hox4 was aborted, because no clone was isolated to connect 
scaffold S201 with its adjacent scaffold (Fig. 5). On the other hand, 
chromosome/scaffold walking distal to Hox2 yielded many clones at the end of 
scaffold S36 (Fig. 5). The clones contained similar, but not identical nucleotide 
sequences at one end, and when used for BLAST queries to search the database, 
every clone hit many short scaffolds containing similar sequences. As a result, the 
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scaffold neighboring S36 was not determined. From these observations, Hox gene 
order on the chromosome was suggested as Hox1, Hox11/12/13.b, Hox11/12/13.a, 
Hox10, Hox5, HoxX, followed by either of Hox4, Hox3, Hox2 or Hox2, Hox3, Hox4, 
from the chromosome end to central (Fig. 5). In either case, the nine Hr Hox genes 
are estimated to be spanning at least about 2.3 Mbp on the chromosome. A mir10 
sequence that has been reported to reside in upstream of Hox4 in hemichordates 
and amphioxus (Tanzer et al., 2005; Freeman et al., 2012; Amemiya, et al., 2008) 
was not found in the Hr genome by BLAST search over ANISEED genome 
browsers. 
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Discussion 
 
Disintegration of the Hox gene cluster during evolution of Hr and Ci 
In comparison with Ci, disintegration of the Hr Hox gene cluster seems to be 
less extensive in that all nine Hox genes are on a single chromosome (Fig. 5). Thus, 
the Hox gene cluster must have disintegrated differently in the two ascidians’ 
evolutionary lineages, leading to Hr and Ci. 
Nevertheless, there are some structural features shared by Hr and Ci. First, 
Hox1 is located away from other Hox genes in both Hr and Ci (Fig. 5), (Ikuta et al., 
2004). Second, Hox11/12/13.a and Hox11/12/13.b are localized adjacent to each 
other with reversed orientation. This situation is the same in Ci counterparts 
(Ci-Hox12 and Ci-Hox13). Third, in both ascidians, Hox2, Hox3, and Hox4 are 
aligned in the same direction without intervening genes. It should be noted that in 
both ascidian genomes, the gene immediately adjacent to Hox2 is STAC (SH3 and 
cysteine-rich domain-containing protein) and two neighboring genes to Hox4 are 
CHST (carbohydrate sulfotransferase) and NEBL (Nebullet) (Fig. S3). This is the 
only conserved gene arrangement surrounding the Hox genes that I observed 
between the two ascidians. This observation may suggest two points; first, after 
divergence of the two lineages to Hr and Ci, genomic shuffling occurred in each 
lineage to such an extent that conservation of the gene arrangement surrounding the 
Hox genes was limited only to one small region, about 170 kb and 140 kb in Hr and 
Ci, respectively (see Fig. S3). Second, but more importantly, the gene arrangement 
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observed in common between Hr and Ci must have been established prior to the 
divergence of Hr and Ci. 
From these shared structural features, it is suggested that disintegration of the 
Hox gene cluster must have included certain early events, such as translocation of 
Hox1 or of the Hox2, 3, 4 group, and tail-to-tail location of the Hox11/12/13.a and 
11/12/13.b pair. These changes in the Hox gene cluster must have occurred in the 
most recent common ancestor of Hr and Ci. 
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Fig. 3: Mapping of Hr Hox genes onto metaphase chromosomes (a-d) by FISH 
analysis. 
 
Metaphase chromosome spreads were prepared from cleavage stage Hr embryos 
and hybridized with two or three probes labeled with digoxigenin (red) or biotin 
(green) for genes indicated at the top of each panel. Chromosomes were stained 
with DAPI. Red and green arrowheads indicate signals for the gene of the same 
color code. In the right bottom corner of each panel, enlargement of one of the 
chromosomes with signals is shown in inset. Within a chromosome, a pale blue 
stained region corresponds to the centromeric region. The bar in panel D indicates 5 
µm and is applicable to all panels. BAC clones used for probes were 5 J1 (Hox1), 
3C14 (Hox2, Hox3 and Hox4), 6B23 (Hox5 and HoxX) and 1 J20 (Hox10, 
Hox11/12/13.a and Hox11/12/13.b). 
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Fig. 4 : BAC clone screening containing Hox genes by PCR. 
 
(A-E) Results of gel electrophoresis of PCR products using specific primer pairs for 
Harore Hox2 (2), Hox3 (3) and Hox4 (4) to identify BAC clones containing each 
gene. BAC clone names are near each lane. Columns indicate lanes showing bands 
with expected length.  
(F) Summary of BAC clone screening for Harore Hox2, Hox3 and Hox4. Note that 
some clone contained two or three Hox genes. 
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Fig. 5 : Schematic representation of the Hox gene cluster of Hr. 
 
The Hox gene cluster structure of Hr as estimated by chromosome/scaffold walking 
is shown at the top. A horizontal line represents a part of chromosome. The 
telomeric side is to the left and the centromeric side is to the right. Hox genes are 
represented as thick arrows, which also indicate transcription direction. The color 
code is the same as that in Fig. 1. Between HoxX and Hox4, there is a region, from 
which no clones were available out of the BAC library; hence, no scaffolds 
available out of the ANISEED database. Grey arrays of short vertical bars indicate 
100 kbp, starting at the right and left ends of the region where no scaffolds are 
available. Dark green or blue horizontal bars below the scales indicate BAC clones 
corresponding to Hox gene clusters. Dark green bars indicate BAC clones, end 
regions of which were sequenced. Blue bars indicate BAC clones for which the 
whole insert sequence was determined. Bars with red dots in the middle are the 
clones used for probes for chromosomal FISH (Fig. 3). Names of clones are also 
indicated. Green horizontal bars at the bottom indicate scaffolds in the ANISEED 
database (Halocynthia roretzi MTP2014; 
https://www.aniseed.cnrs.fr/fgb2/gbrowse/harore_mtp2014/) that correspond to the 
Hox gene cluster spanning chromosomal region. The length of each scaffold 
according to ANISEED database is indicated below scaffold names, except for the 
scaffolds in the two regions adjacent to S26, where multiple small scaffolds are 
included. Arc lines with arrowheads on both ends placed upper and lower of the 
subcluster region of Hox2, 3 and 4 indicate that the orientation of the subcluster has 
not been determined. 
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Fig. S2 : A ML tree of amphioxus Hox genes. 
 
The ML tree was constructed by using homeodomain sequences and the adjacent 
20 N-terminal and seven C-terminal amino acids (Figure S1) and MEGA5 software. 
The percentage of 1000 bootstrap replicated trees, in which gene clustering was 
supported, is indicated on branches. Within a clade consisting of only vertebrate 
Hox genes, the percentage was not indicated. Amphioxus Hox genes are marked by 
colored circles. Color code and taxonomic abbreviations are the same as in Fig. 1, 
except that the color code for posterior Hox genes is the same as that shown in Fig. 
7. Bl and Bf denote Branchiostoma lanceolatum and Branchiostoma floridae, 
respectively. 
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Fig. S3 : Conservation of gene arrangements surrounding Hox2, 3, and 4 between 
Hr and Ci. 
 
Genomic regions surrounding Hox2, Hox3, and Hox4 are depicted schematically, 
based on genomic browser information from the ANISEED database (Halocynthia 
roretzi MTP 2014, Ciona intestinalis type A (KH2012)). Genes are indicated by 
thick arrows. The color code for Hox genes is the same as in Fig. 4. Pink arrows 
downstream of Hox2 indicate the gene encoding SH3 and cysteine-rich 
domain-containing protein (STAC). Pale pink arrows upstream of Hox4 indicate 
carbohydrate sulfotransferase (CHST1)/chondroitin 6-O-sulfotransferase (C6ST). 
Dark pink arrows indicate the NEBL gene encoding the Nebullete protein. Blank 
arrows indicate genes without positional conservation. Grey arrays of short vertical 
bars indicate 10 kbp. 
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Chapter 3 
 
Expression pattern of Hox genes in Halocynthia roretzi 
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Introduction 
 
Expression pattern of Hox genes in the vertebrate and Drosophila reflects on 
their genomic topology and provides tissue identity along AP axis (Harding et al., 
1985; Duboule and Dollé, 1989; Krumlauf 1994; Wellik 2009). In both animal, 
Hox genes at more 3’ position are expressed more anterior (special colinearity) 
from earlier stage of development (temporal colinearity).  
Analysis of cis-regulatory elements regulating Hox gene expression 
revealed that those cis-elements located at the flanking region of each Hox gene 
fully regulate special expression of Hox genes (Akbari et al., 2006; Alexander et al., 
2009). This regulation is completely independent on the position of genes (Whiting 
et al., 1991; Charité et al., 1995; Hérault et al., 1998). Therefore, in Oikopleura 
dioica, nine Hox genes are not clustered at all and still those Hox genes maintain 
anteroposterior order of expression considering the expression of paralogue groups 
(Seo et al., 2004).  
On the other hand, temporal collinearity is provided by regulation of 
long-range chromatin structure (Rodríguez-Carballo et al., 2017), and therefore, 
this clockwise Hox expression is observed only in animals containing an intact 
cluster of genes and in limited tissues (Dolle et al., 1989, Izupisua-Belmonte et al., 
1991).  
In the previous chapter of this thesis I found that Ci and Hr Hox genes 
showed different cluster structures (Chapter 2). Expression pattern of Hox genes in 
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two ascidians maybe different despite of similar developmental processes. Ci Hox 
genes showed some special colinearity in the larval central nervous system and the 
juvenile gut (Ikuta et al., 2004). In this chapter, to see to what extent the expression 
patterns are common or different between Hr and Ci, I carried out whole mount in 
situ hybridization (WISH) for 8 Hox genes (except for Harore Hox1 of which 
expression pattern has been already published) using Hr embryos of several 
developmental stages from unfertilized egg to middle tailbud stages.  
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Materials and Methods 
 
Whole-mount in situ hybridization (WISH) 
WISH was carried out using digoxigenin-labeled RNA probes as described 
previously (Katsuyama et al., 1995). The stages examined for the gene expression 
were the unfertilized egg, 32-cell, 64-cell, gastrula, neural plate, neurula, early 
tailbud and mid tailbud. 
 
WISH probes 
DNA fragments for Harore Hox1, 2, 3, 4, 5, X, 10, Hox11/12/13.a, and 
Hox11/12/13.b probe synthesis were obtained by RT-PCR, and 3’ and 5’ RACE 
using total or polyA selected RNA prepared from tailbud stage embryos and by 
PCR using BAC clones as templates. 
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Results  
 
The expression patterns are as follows (Figure 6-1 and -2) . 
Harore Hox1: The expression pattern of this gene is very similar to that of 
Ci counter part. The onset of expression of Harore Hox1 is at the neurula is earlier 
than that of Ci. 
Harore Hox2 and 3: Expression of these genes was not detected in the 
developmental stages examined. This observation in Hr holds true in Ci. 
Harore Hox4: Expression was detected from the mid gastrula stage onwards 
in the dorsal trunk lateral cells. This expression pattern seems to be similar to that 
of Ci counter part, while the onset of expression of Harore Hox4 is earlier than that 
of Ci, which starts from the neurula stage. 
Harore Hox5: Expression was not detected in Hr, while the expression was 
detected in the middle dorsal nerve cord and a part of trunk lateral cells at the early 
and mid tailbud stages in Ci. 
Harore HoxX: Expression was not detected.  
Harore Hox10: Expression was detected in the endodermal strand at the 
early and mid tailbud stages, which is shared between two ascidians except that the 
expression starts earlier in Hr. By contrast, the expression observed in the nerve 
cord of mid tailbud embryo in Ci was not detected in Hr. 
Harore Hox11/12/13.a: Expression was detected from the mid gastrula 
stage onwards in the posterior half of the embryo and became down regulated, 
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leaving the posterior tail at the high level. The expression level was apparently 
much higher and the timing of onset of the expression was earlier in Hr than Ci. 
Harore Hox11/12/13.b: Expression of this gene was not detected in the 
developmental stages examined. This observation in Hr holds true in Ci. 
In this analysis I found four out of nine Hox genes were expressed in Hr 
embryo. In Hr, onset of those four Hox expression was earlier than those of their 
homologus genes in Ci. Also, the expression pattern reminiscent of colinearity as 
observed in the larval nerve cord and the gut of the juvenile in Ci was not observed 
in Hr. 
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Discussion 
 
In the present chapter, I found out that the expression patterns of Hox genes 
of Hr were not the same as those of Ci in both spatially and temporally. The 
expression pattern reminiscent of the colinearity that was found in Ci (Ikuta et al., 
2004) was not observed in Hr.  
More significant expression with colinearity of Hox gens can be found in 
the developing gut after metamorphosis of Ci (Ikuta et al., 2004). It is necessary to 
carry out further examination for the developmental expression pattern of Hox 
genes. 
Considering the previous observation by Ikuta in which only limited roles of 
Hox genes were observed during early development before metamorphosis (Ikuta et 
al., 2010), it might be expected that roles of Hox genes are limited in the 
development of Hr as in Ci.  
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Fig. 6 : Expression patterns of Hr Hox genes examined by WISH. 
 
WISH was carried out for 8 Hox genes (except for Hox1) with specimens from 
unfertilized eggs to mid-tail bud, but only the genes that exhibited positive signals 
are shown. Thus, Harore Hox2, 3, X and 11/12/13.b are omitted. Also excluded are 
the stages, from the unfertilized egg to 64-cell, in which no signals for expression 
of Hox genes were detected. Photographs of the specimens of Ci (Ikuta et al., 2004) 
are posted for comparison. Gene names are indicated on the left side and stages at 
the top. For all specimens, lateral view is shown, except for those of insets and 
gastrula stage and for Harore Hox4 at the neurula and early tailbud stages. For 
these specimens, dorsal view is shown. The anterior is to the left. A dash signifies 
that signals were not detected at that stage. CNS, central nervous system; en, 
endoderm; ens, endodermal strand; ep, epidermis; me, mesenchyme; tlc, trunk 
lateral cells. Stages shown are G, gastrula; N, neurula; eTB, early tailbud; mTB, 
mid tailbud. 
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General Discussion 
 
A theoretical scenario for the disintegration of the Hox gene cluster in the 
ascidian or tunicate evolution 
In an appendicularian tunicate, Oikopleura dioica, all central Hox genes and 
the PG3 Hox gene are missing, and the Hox gene complement in this species is 
quite different from that of Hr or Ci (Seo et al., 2004). Considering this and 
information about Hox gene cluster of amphioxus, a simple scenario for the 
disintegration of the Hox gene cluster during the course of ascidian or tunicate 
evolution is as shown in Fig. 7. 
In this scheme,  
1) When the ancestral chordate emerged, it had a single Hox gene cluster consisting 
of three anterior (PGs 1–3), five central (PGs 4–8) and three ancestral posterior 
(PG9/10, PG11/12 and PG13/14) genes (Pascual-Anaya et al., 2013).  
2) The ancestral chordate evolved, and the most recent common ancestor of 
tunicates and vertebrates diverged from the lineage to cephalochordate.  
3) When the ancestral tunicate diverged from the lineage to vertebrates, it may have 
experienced extensive genomic rearrangement and lost at least one (or two) 
central Hox genes. At the same time, the ancestral tunicate likely came to 
possess tunicate characteristics and disintegration of the Hox gene cluster started 
to some extent. 
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4) Next, the ancestral tunicate evolved and ancestral ascidians, including 
Pleurogona (Stolidobranchia), Enterogona (Phlebobranchia and 
Aplousobranchia) and Thaliacea diverged from Appendicularia linage. In the 
ancestral ascidian a Hox gene complement consisting of nine genes (three each 
of anterior, central, and posterior Hox genes) was established resulted in loss of 
the central Hox genes. Also, early disintegration events in Hox gene cluster, 
which were found in both Hr and Ci, Hox1 split, for example, might occur this 
time. Those changes in the genome may be correlated with the peculiar way of 
development of tunicates (Ikuta and Saiga, 2005) and/or the limited function of 
Hox genes as observed in the early development of Ci (Ikuta et al., 2010). 
5) Finally sequential divergence of Stolidobranchia, Enterogona and Thaliacea, 
respectively, has occurred and the Hox gene cluster as well as the genome must 
have experienced further rearrangements. The relatively small conserved gene 
arrangements between Hr and Ci in the regions surrounding Hox genes may 
support this part of the scenario.  
In the above simple scenario for the disintegration of the ascidian Hox gene 
cluster, it remains unresolved why one putative central Hox gene has diverged 
considerably more than other Hox genes in Hr. The evolutionary constraints 
governing the disintegration of the Hox gene cluster in Hr or Ci, which apparently 
occurred to a much smaller extent than in Appendicularia, also remain unknown. 
Answering these questions will further clarify the characteristic features of the Hox 
gene cluster in ascidians and/or tunicates.  
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Fig. 7 : A proposed scheme for Hox gene cluster disintegration during ascidian 
evolution. 
 
The most recent common ancestor of cephalochordates, tunicates, and vertebrates 
(represented as ancestral chordate) possessed a single Hox gene cluster consisting 
of three anterior (red, orange, and yellow), five central (green) and three ancestral 
posterior genes (blue). After the ancestral cephalochordate diverged, the tunicate 
ancestor (represented as ancestral tunicate), in turn, diverged from the vertebrate 
lineage. At this stage, the ancestral tunicate may have experienced extensive 
changes in the genome, and the Hox gene cluster disintegration started, losing one 
or two central Hox genes. The ancestral tunicate subsequently evolved into two 
lineages, and in turn Appendicularia lineage (right side, lower) and other linage 
including Stolidobranchia, Phlebobranchia, Aplousobranchia and Thaliacea 
lineages (right side upper) (Kocot et al., 2018). In the Appendicularia lineage, loss 
of central Hox genes and at the same time huge disorganization of the genome at 
Hox cluster must have occurred. On the other hand, common ancestor of ascidians 
and Thalias anterior, central and posterior genes must have been established. Also, 
early Hox gene cluster disintegration events must have occurred, for example 
disinter of Hox1, shown in both Hr and Ci. Then, the ancestral stolidobranchial 
ascidian (Hr) emerged, being separated from other lineages (Kocot et al., 2018). 
Finally, the ancestral phlebobranchial ascidian (Ci) emerged, being separated from 
Aplousobranchia and Thaliacea lineages (Kocot et al., 2018). The Hox gene cluster 
subsequently disintegrated in different patterns in the two evolutionary lineages. 
White or gray ovals indicate Hox genes, probably of the central Hox gene group 
origin (see text). The Hox gene complement of Oikopleura dioica, consisting of 
two anterior, one central, and six posterior genes, and that of amphioxus, consisting 
of 15 members, are schematically represented. 
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